
Description Qty. Part # 

(Top Bend, shallow bend)

(Side Bend, sharp bend)

Short Pins w/rings - 1/4” x 21/4”

Long Pins w/rings - 1/4” x 27/8”

12'x 26' 10-LEG "SUPERWIDE" CANOPY  #25770
#30770Please read instructions completely before assembly
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100463-Way Frame Connectors

100484-Way Frame Connectors

100453-Way Frame Connectors 

100474-Way Frame Connectors

10059

10 800240Rafter Poles    34.9"

10 800241Rafter Poles    34.9"

10 800243Upright Poles    39.4"

10 10093Upright Poles    39.4"

12 10161Top Cross Rails    40"

12 800242Top Cross Rails    38.2"

All-Weather Cover

10050

 

Foot Plates

10066Bungee Cord

10 10431Anchor

10051
10052

4 10056Twist Tite SetTM
(bungee & S hook)

1-800-524-9970
CONSUMER SUPPORT

WARNING!

Use CAUTION when assembl-
ing this unit. Manufacturer 
requires the use of safety 
goggles during assembly. 
Bungees are under extreme 
tension and may snap out of 
your hand and cause injury.
Be aware of poles over your
head during assembly that 
may not be secured, and could
fall and cause injury.
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Frame Assembly Overview

10046

10045 10047

10048

1. Pre-Assembly
Assembly is easiest if you layout all 
parts as shown in the area you intend
to erect the shelter.
Keep all non pipe parts on a tarp or 
box top.
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2. Connect Pipes 3. Attaching Legs
Start with the center, then assemble each side.  Assemble the upright sections and lay them

next to the canopy near each of the 3 & 4 
way connectors. 
Note: Reference the diagram below. 
Insert one middle legs on one side of the 
frame, swedged end up, then the end legs
on that same side. Repeat for the other side.
                 

800243

800243

10093

10093

6. Place Cover

Upright Poles

800243

10093

A. Start by lifting each leg high enough to
    slide the foot beneath and onto the base
    of the leg.
B. Once the base is on the leg rotate the 
    base until the hole in the leg aligns with
    the hole in the base.
C. Insert the long pins 10052 through hole
    to secure base to middle legs.
D. Repeat this for each middle leg.
E. Locate a suitable location to place one 
    anchor as shown in the illustration into 
    each of the base feet until the round end 
   of the anchor touches the base feet.

5. Attaching &
Securing Base Feet

Place cover over frame so that the
grommeted portion is face down,
this allows the valance to wrap around
and cover the frame eaves.

A. To secure the middle legs to the roof assembly
     insert the short pins thru the hole at the
     bottom of each of the 4-way connectors.
B. You may need to rotate the leg to align the holes.
C. This will complete the leg assembly for this side.
D. Repeat the above procedure for the other side of the shelter. 

4. Securing Legs
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Working inside, beneath the cover, begin with 
the corners. Insert the cord of the bungee-ball 
through the grommet and around the Cross Pole, 
then around the ball. By doing this from the inside 
it will hide the bungee-ball and give a cleaner look. 
When all 4 corners are secured, work from side 
to side to get an even fit. 
Repeat 5.C to secure the corner legs with long pins.

8. Securing Cover

7. Twist Tite
7.1 To get your cover to fit
snugly over the frame, "twist"
each corner leg pole equally
until the cover becomes very
tight. (picture A). Make sure
to line up the hole in the top
of the leg with the hole in the
corner side bends. 

7.2 TPicture B o keep the leg
 in place, wrap the bungee cord
around the cross rail, insert
"S" hook into lined up hole of
leg pole and 3 way connec-
tor.  Do this for each corner.
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